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Disclaimer courses FoodCrumbles 
FoodCrumbles with Chamber of Commerce number (KvK-nummer) 82744386 (‘FoodCrumbles’), 

welcomes you to https://courses.foodcrumbles.com (‘courses.foodcrumbles.com’). By using our 

website you agree with this disclaimer. FoodCrumbles can always change the content of the website 

and this disclaimer without informing you. 

 

The content of our website has been carefully compiled by us, but you use our website at your own 

risk. FoodCrumbles will make every effort to keep the content of the website as correct as possible, 

but we do not guarantee that our website will always be correct or complete. Information, including 

our range of services, may include errors or may be out of date. 

 

FoodCrumbles is not liable for damages or other adverse consequences resulting from the use or 

inaccessibility of (information on) our website. Acts you perform based on our website or the 

information provided by us, are for your own account and risk. Based on those errors or outdated 

information, no agreement between FoodCrumbles and you can be concluded. 

 

FoodCrumbles does not control the content that users of the website place on our website, but 

FoodCrumbles can modify this user content. If you have a complaint, please let us know. Send your 

complaint about the content to courses@foodcrumbles.com. 

 

You may use our website, but you cannot claim our Intellectual Property Rights or those of our 

licensors and those of the users of our website. FoodCrumbles reserves all rights with respect to (the 

content of) the website. Permission to use content from our website in publicly accessible places can 

always be requested via courses@foodcrumbles.com. 

 

FoodCrumbles will carry out the course to the best of its understanding and abilities. FoodCrumbles is 

subject to an obligation to perform to the best of its ability and not an obligation to achieve a result. 

Therefore FoodCrumbles is not liable for the result achieved from the collaboration. FoodCrumbles is 

not liable for the things that are said or explained during the course, nor any damage that may result 

from the correct or incorrect follow-up of what is taught during the course.  


